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Syke 
MODULAR SOFA SYSTEM

Design Mikko Laakkonen
Syke is a modern and clear-lined modular sofa designed for multiple 
purposes and  fit in different interiors. With Syke lobby sofas, you can 
have a nice rhythm with otherwise simplistic lobby furnishing with 
different shapes and sizes.

The backrest of the Syke sofa is spectacular  with its shape and 
possibility the play with the colours. The backrest is slightly angular 
and can be used to create versatile sofa sets guaranteeing the 
unique look of the sofa. The sofa consists of various modules.

Frame Powder coated steel in ISKU standard colours.
Upholstery Fixed upholstery with ISKU standard fabrics or 

leather.

Width
Depth
Height

SOFA TABLE
850 / 1000 / 1500 / 2000 mm 850 mm
850 mm 850 mm
770 mm / 420 mm 420 mm

Dimensions and the modules are presented more in details on the 
ISKU Syke Datasheet.
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Width according to selected modules
Depth (straight parts) 850 mm
Height with the backrest        760 mm
Seating height                         420 mm

The upholstery fabrics  can be chosen 
from  the ISKU standard fabric or leather 
collection.

SEATING MODULES                                    BACK RESTS

ARM RESTS

The same armrests 
are available as 
mirror images (left).
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Syke 
SOFA TABLE

Design Mikko Laakkonen
Syke sofa table complements the Syke sofa modules. It can be used 
as stand-alone sofa table with Syke sofas or another seating 
solutions. It can be also attached between ja Syke sofa modules to 
bring rhythm and functionality to lounge seating.

In all, the Syke product family is designed for multiple purposes and 
to fit in different interiors. 

Frame Powder coated steel
Table top ISKU standard melamine (white, black, light grey, 

dark grey)

Width 850 mm
Depth 850 mm
Height 420 mm
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